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UNSUNG HEROES: WAYNE DECK

There are many people who work at the High 
Court, in the Bar Library, in the offices of the 
Cape Bar and elsewhere on Keerom Street, who 
help all of us immensely in our practices, and 

enrich the experience of working at the Cape Bar.  

Those who work in Room 1, the security personnel at the 
Court and in Keerom Street, the Court orderlies, the Bar 
Library and administration staff, and judges’ registrars, 
are all people that often go unnoticed and unrecognised 
for their efforts.  Bar Brief will be featuring a series of 
profiles on these unsung heroes.

In this edition we begin the series by featuring a profile 
on Wayne Deck, Registrar at the High Court.  We went to 
Wayne with some questions and we he was kind enough 
to respond, in his own words, with the piece below. 

“I was born in Grootfontein, Namibia. I grew up in Windhoek, 
and matriculated at Windhoek High School in the memorable 
year of 1981.

I then did my compulsory 2 years army as well as annual 
camps at 1 S.W.A. medium workshop, as a mechanic, believe it 
or not, where after I took an atlas and looked for a place where 
I did not have any relatives or friends.

I then packed all my earthly belongings in my Corolla motor 
vehicle and left for Cape Town, where I met a Cape Town girl, 
fell in love, got engaged and married her on April 02, 1988, 
unfortunately, only to divorce her 10 years and 2 weeks later 
in court 16 at Cape Town Supreme Court by Judge Conradie.

I started to work for Saambou National Building Society in 
Bellville on August 13, 1984, until I resigned on July 31, 1986, 
because I did not want to be transferred to Pretoria.

My mother-in-law then heard about a vacant Registrar’ s clerk 
position at the High Court and I successfully applied for the 
position.

Another 2 years later, and I was fed up with the civil service, for I 
have always refused to be part of the “grey mass” and I refused 
to adopt a “civil service attitude” (this “attitude” does not make 
you popular – in fact, you make many enemies on the way, but 
I believe that life is not a popularity contest and I simply wish 
to render a most professional service at all reasonable times 
within my limited abilities), so I applied for a position at the city 
council.

The interview went very well, and as I started to pack up to leave, 
one interviewer that did not say a word until then, asked me, 

“Where does your wife work?”

“At the railways sir.”

“Tell her to apply for the position too.”

“I shall do so sir.”  And I left.

Very sure of myself, I told her that I already have the position, 
but also told her that they said that she also has to apply for the 
same position, and handed her the application forms.

She completed the forms, went for an interview, started a month 
later at double my salary which I received at the Supreme Court, 
and I am still awaiting an answer as promised at the interview. 
She is still employed at the city council 22 years later.

I then realised and decided to embrace my upbringing, not 
to sacrifice my identity, not to adopt a “civil service attitude”, 
not to join the “grey mass”, that I am an ambassador of the 
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•	 Well,	with	the	help	from	Jacqueline	Blanchard,	my	1st	clerk	
there and now also the secretary for Judge Baartman, 
and a lot of hard work, the 3 of us succeeded not only to 
establish the Southern Divorce Court, but also to issue 
our first summons, case no CT 01 / 1998, Mr. and Mrs. 
Boer, on January 05, 1998, printed on the back of old 
court rolls from the High Court, for we did not even have 
the luxury of paper then. I stayed there for 42 months, 
before returning to the High Court.   

•	 After	 the	 late	 Judge	Berman	divorced	a	man	 in	court	6,	
the man asked if he may say something?

 He then said – 

 “This is the first argument I have won in 18 years!”

•	 Another	 man	 refused	 to	 identify	 his	 wife’	 s	 signature	
on the consent paper as being that of his “wife.” He 
even blatantly refused to identify the signature as the 
signature of Mrs. X! He simply said that he recognised 
the signature as the signature of the monster that he is 
married to!

•	 When	 I	 asked	 a	 typical	 “boerseun”	 to	 say	 “so	 help	 my	
god”, he answered – “my ja is my ja, en my nee is my nee!”

•	 Then	 there	 was	 the	 elderly	 couple	 who	 did	 their	 own	
divorce. They approached me with the summons before 
it being issued, so that I could explain the summons and 
the process to them. I took time and explained everything 
to them, including the terms “plaintiff” and “defendant” 
whereafter they were satisfied for the wife to be the 
plaintiff and also to give evidence in court. On the date 
of hearing, they approached me again and said that 
they will not proceed, as the wife was not willing to be the 
plaintiff, for besides the fact that she then will have to 
give evidence, she also will carry a document for the rest 
of her life, showing that she “initiated” the divorce action, 
nor was she willing to be the defendant, which will then 
indicate that she “defended” the divorce action! So they 
never got divorced, as a matter of principle!

•	 A	 rule	 43	 application	 was	 settled,	 except	 for	 a	 motor	
vehicle registration no – CA 88 – and was postponed for 
that reason!

I do not have a “favourite” or a “worst” part of my job – I 
simply love every minute thereof!

Every morning I wake up at 03:30 to attend the office at 
05:15, non-stop until 15:30, when I get ready to leave for 
home. (After all – there is life after justice!!! – hahaha!!! )

I love the different people, inclusive of judges, legal 
representatives, ushers, clerks, and public, each one with 
different ideas and thoughts, challenges!

government and minister of the day and to work for my own 
name, identity and reputation, and I still do!

I started as Registrar’s clerk at the accounts section and was 
later promoted to Senior Registrar’s clerk.

Later I rotated to amongst others, personnel, provisioning 
administration, appeals, reviews, criminal section and taxing 
master, but I loved motion court best, and still do.

It grows on you, and I love the idea that the only 2 things that I 
have to do every day, is to attend court at 10:00, and to close 
the next court roll at 12:00 noon. The rest of my days are 
determined by events and people, and it is never a text-book 
situation, and I just love the challenges it offers!

I also love to do my “articles” every year with the new article 
clerks,	 each	 one	 of	 them	 very	 unique,	 with	 their	 own	 ideas,	
problems and successes, and I share in all their joys and sorrows.

From exam results, application forms to be admitted as an 
advocate at the bar, new-born babies in the families, illnesses, 
their loves and even the break-ups (then we even share my 
handkerchiefs for the tears! ), and even plasters for the blisters 
on their feet – I share in it all!

All I ask from them and teach them, is that I am not the enemy, 
so I expect them to adopt my 3 cornerstones in life, being –

One needs self- discipline to be able to discipline yourself and 
to discipline others.  Secondly, one needs self-respect to be 
able respect yourself, other people and other people’s goods, 
and also to be able to earn respect in the process. Lastly, one 
needs integrity for others to be able to trust you. But it has to be 
a lifestyle, and I believe that is how one should live your life to be 
successful, full, satisfying and happy!

I even believe that divine love flows from there, and have never 
been proven wrong!

Interestingly, legal representatives may lie to each other, but 
they do not lie to me, and neither do I to them!

Funny Memories

There are so many –

•	 I	was	asked	by	the	registrar	 if	 I	was	willing	to	be	seconded	
to the Southern Divorce Court as from December 01, 1997, 
for a period of 3 months. After I accepted, he handed me 
a gazette and sent me to report to the presiding officer, 
Ms Elizabeth Baartman (now Judge Baartman at the High 
Court) at the Master’s office. She showed me to my office, 
but to my horror, there was only a fan and a heater inside, 
and nothing else! I went back to the registrar, whereafter 
he told me that the gazette contains the court rules and 
that I must set up an office, to be fully operational as of 01 
January 1998!
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To the Editors,

WHY BE AN UNHAPPY SILK?

A senior Judge recently remarked that it was difficult 
to understand why silks, who campaign and now 
apparently litigate (Mansingh v President of the 
Republic of South Africa and Others 2012 (3) SA 192 
(GNF) at para 52) for the abolition of that institution, 
don’t renounce their own silk status.

If there are silks, who, despite applying for and 
accepting appointment as senior counsel, have 
reservations about retaining that status, there appears 
to be a relatively simple solution. Section 8A of the 
Admission of Advocates Act 74 of 1964 provides 
that: ‘The President may at the request of any person 
appointed as a senior counsel of the Republic while in 
the service of the State withdraw such appointment, 
and thereupon such person shall revert to the status 
which he had as an advocate immediately prior to that 
appointment’.

Section 8A was inserted by Section 1 of the Admissions 
of Advocates Amendment Act 25 of 1979 to provide 
‘for the withdrawal in certain cases of the appointment 
of persons as senior counsel’.

In Mansingh there was reference to section 8A (at 
para 45) which appeared to overlook that only senior 
counsel appointed ‘while in the service of the State’ may 
request the President to withdraw such appointments.  
This must amount to unfair and unconstitutional 
discrimination against senior counsel appointed while 
not in the service of the State who now wish their 
appointments to be withdrawn.  An appropriate attack 
on section 8A should resolve the dilemma of any such 
conscience-stricken abolitionists who don’t want to be 
silks.

John Whitehead

No diary, no “in-box” or “out-box”, not even a door at my office! 

I am very happy and very rich, for I enjoy excellent health, I am 
employed and I love my work – the rest is bonus! I simply love 
life and my job and I believe to always to be true to yourself 
(and others) and to stand and to fight for what you believe in!

In my spare time, I enjoy doing as little as possible, seldom 
plan anything, and usually play it by ear. Although, I enjoy my 
motorcycle a lot, and if the weather permits, I enjoy cruising 
around with it – especially if I can visit a (any) harbour (my 
most idyllic place on earth, for it is always alive with the tides, 
sea life and people) the sea side or in the mountains – “all by 
myself, minding my own business”– just me, myself and my 
shadow – just the 3 of us!

I also love music, especially music from my era in which I grew 
up with, like Pink Floyd, Deep Purple, Uriah Heep, Led Zeppelin, 
David Bowie, Queen, Meat Loaf, Peter Gabriel, John Lennon, 
Chris De Burgh, Kiss, AC/DC and Lucky Dube, to name a few!

In order to make changes to streamline the running of courts, 
one needs (experienced) leaders and money, amongst other 
things. Make no mistake, with the limited recourses available, 
this court does extremely well and we make progress daily.

I do not know the answers – remember, I am the December 
Capricorn who is the worker –
The January Capricorn possess the business mind!”  

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORS

By the time members read this edition the third term will 
already be upon us.  In this edition we have introduced 
a new section, ‘letters to the editors’, and we encourage 
members to write to us.

This edition also marks the beginning of a series of features 
on people who work at the High Court, or in Keerom 
Street (not advocates or judges) and who we feel deserve 
recognition for their work.  We welcome your suggestions 
and input.

As usual, we bring you Bar news and, in this regard, we 
remind you to send us news items for publication.  We’d like 
to hear from members and welcome any contributions for 
the next edition.  

Luke Kelly, Mark Townsend, Louise Liebenberg and Arina 
du Toit.
barbrief@capebar.co.za 

Letters to the Editors
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We invite all members to the Common Room on 
Monday 13 August 2012 to have proper, professional 

photographs taken for our website, free of charge.

Your predecessors, those eminent counsel whose names 
echo still in the third division, enjoyed the advantages of an 
innocent age.

Their reputations were shaped only by their performance 
in court, their resonant elocution, their fearlessness.

You, however, are judged by your photo on the Cape Bar 
website.

Does your photo adequately capture your gravitas? Does it 
convey your mastery of the law and your flair for pinstripes?

Do you even have a website photo? Did you know the Cape 
Bar had a website? Do you know that your profile is open to 
the whole world, attorneys included? 

The wrong photo, or no photo at all, could sound the death-
knell of your practice. 

Case study

This counsel left practice shortly after having this picture 
taken, citing lack of consistent briefing:

Whereas this counsel, shortly after posting his photo, was 
forced to flee the Johannesburg Bar to escape hordes of 
candidate attorneys:

The numbers don’t lie

If you need more than anecdotes to convince you, take a 
look at cold hard statistics:

How many lucrative briefs have failed to arrive at your 
pigeonhole because you don’t have a decent photo?

We urge you to get a haircut, borrow an expensive suit and 
attend our photo session so that you can put your best 
face forward.

You have every right to refuse. But if you do, you’d best get 
used to the phrase:

“Would you like fries with that, m’lord?” 

Announcement: Cape Bar website photos – 
How the world sees you

By Communications and Technology Committee: Zach Joubert
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The editorial team handed me a lemon and I have struggled to think of a way of 
conveying – without causing offence to anyone – a newbie’s battle to find a suitable 
place from which to begin one’s practice.  A fable seems a good idea and a reverse-

engineered children’s story ought to be innocuous enough as a point of departure:  Nemo’s 
lost sibling Quidam1 shares her journey towards a safe habitat she can call ‘home’. 

“Quidam was a lucky fish and had her own cosy corner in her master’s portion of a large 
community fish tank2.  It was a privileged environment in which to graduate from fry to 
juvenile, swimming among established adult predators, watching and learning3.  Being 
near the top end of the pupil seniority list created a false sense of security since Quidam 
was then clueless about the ‘bigger picture’.  Having mostly been a sheltered fishy, she 
was totally surprised at the baring of fangs caused by the sudden competition for scarce 
resources - after a period of Stockholm-type bonding during the Bar exams: there were 
fewer fishbowls available than there were surviving juveniles to house.

Alliances were formed and broken, reconstituted into different kettles of fish.  There were many viewings, meetings - public and 
secret - negotiations and proposals, finally culminating in ‘the allocation’ published to the almost-member shoal at the end of 
November4.

Some of us had chosen to jump into a new rearing-tank5 which would be ready for occupation on 1 March of the following year.  
Quidam realised that it would be time-consuming and could even prove a difficult project to realise, but felt it to be worth the 
effort as it would lead to an otherwise unheard-of privilege for such a junior fishy: three whole windows, a generously sized bowl 
– all in a pristine new tank6.  

The year-end recess came amid a happy glow emanating from the ‘anchor tenant’ juveniles of the new tank.   We had secured 
‘squatting privileges’ while we waited for our habitat to be readied and could float off for a sorely needed break.  With the new 
year came strange news: one of our tank gang had jumped ship without as much as an adieu, trading in his allocation for a portion 
of an established holding tank.  In his place, our rearing-tank was allocated a homeless floating juvenile.  The difficulty was that 
transformation of the bare new tank into a working habitat7 would require much contribution by all the fishies in this shoal – not 
least financially.  But not every fishy would and/or could deliver what was required.

Most reluctantly Quidam bade farewell to the dream of the three windows and requested a re-allocation.  She was allowed to 
continue ‘squatting privileges’ and cautioned that she may be allocated habitat unexpectedly and may have no choice but to 
accept such.  The silly fishy had not yet understood the ‘bigger picture’ and floated along on the idea that things would work out 
fine in the end.  Squatting is not conducive to starting a practice, but Quidam felt herself to be very lucky prey to be devilling for 
some adult mentor-predators while waiting for allocation of her own fishbowl.

An old predator unexpectedly jumped out of the previously mentioned holding tank into the murky pond beyond and Quidam 
received a call to say that she had been allocated his bowl – mid-month and in a fractious habitat.  Oy – a quandary!  While this 
situation was not what she had hoped for, this bowl had a large window and did not really require refurbishment.  And she could 
have been plopped into a less appealing bowl or propelled to an even gloomier tank – so Quidam accepted her lot and hung her 
shingle for the first time half-way into her first year of practice.

1  Those of you who suffered through lectures on the bellum gallicum will recall that nemo translates to ‘nobody’ and quidam	to ‘somebody’ – or ‘anybody’. 
2  Some fishy concepts: In K-Street there is one prized show-aquarium housing the majority of the curated Bar-member shoal.  Then there are fish tanks - some traditionally perceived as more desirable than 

others - for the overflow.  Within them are individual bowls, some of which may occasionally function as incubators.  All are secured on behalf of the shoal by committees of aquarium and/or tank administra-
tors and, unlike in some other parts, the system is governed as if it were one unified whole.

3  The life-cycle of an applicant fish begins with mindful selection of eggs – eggs with potential.  These hatch in incubators, under supervision of selected adults, and become fry.  If they make the cut, they gradu-
ate to become accepted as junior juveniles, which in turn may grow into sub-adults – if they do not go belly-up or drown, and are not predated.  Then they become adult fish and grow bigger – you get the pic-
ture… 

4  The most recent fry was left to draw up its own allocation list.  No doubt some were left bleeding and with tattered fins!
5  It was initially destined to house members of this intake of juveniles only.
6  And one could gaze out at the prized show-aquarium which everyone aspires to occupy one day, not least because the viewing public - for which we all perform - is mesmerised by it.
7  One is handed keys to a bare new tank with just the basics in place – kitchenette area and toilet facitilies.  There may or may not be other infrastructure.  Whatever there is not will have to be arranged and 

financed by the inhabitants.  One will find set-ups ranging from the very basic to the luxe, depending on the wherewithal – and, critically, consensus – of the tank-gang. 

FINDING CHAMBERS1 – Quidam’s tale

By Sascha e Câmara2
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Shortly after landing, it however became clear that this was not the most desirable of starting places… and Quidam made 
desperate applications to be rehoused.  Given her status as a rank juvenile, more desirable habitats proved out of grasp until 
another adult predator leapt out of another established tank into the murky pond beyond – at a time when the bigger fish were 
not paying attention.  Success!  

The newly vacant bowl itself was shabby, grubby and overlooked a noisy reef in a dodgy ‘hood’ but it was a decent size and did 
have a sunlit window.  It was also in an established full-service habitat with some friendly-looking fish.  Quidam was sufficiently 
seduced by the perceived potential to overlook the overall undesirable location and proceeded to re-hang her shingle, refurbish 
and decorate, thinking that she had found a good situation at last.  Alas – not so much…

There were various difficulties, as one might expect in any environment in which one is not in the position to choose one’s bowl, 
shoal, or even tank.  How to survive like that, never mind thrive?  Management of a tank full of predators can never be an easy task.  
But – Quidam was assured – many generations of predecessors had managed, and so could she if she just kept her head down 
and persevered, concentrated on building a practice.  So she accepted the advice of the elders and hoped for the best.

Then came the morning of the great deluge which washed away all of Quiddam’s efforts – literally – half-way through her second 
year at the Bar.  The tank’s busy fellow-inhabitants mostly swam around and over her while she frantically attempted to salvage 
the bits which had not drowned in her overflowing bowl.  Survival of the fittest there, no question, and Quidam was left to the 
vagaries of the current, left to choose whether to sink or swim.  She floundered in the wreckage for quite some time then decided 
to persevere, try again – and start over in a safer tank8.  Quidam was permitted to leave, an unresolved dispute with the tank lessor 
notwithstanding. 

Again the wistful viewings, followed by strategies, alliances, planning – there were rumours of a new tank being readied, but she 
was still very junior and this was not to be a rearing-tank.  Yet again the uncertainty, shifting sands and inability to fathom the 
unfathomable9.  Quidam finally chose what she knew she could secure and decided to make the best of things.

No sooner had she moved, however, than it became clear that an easy, peaceful transition to an abandoned corner bowl was not 
to be.  The quiet corner was unfortunately located in turbulent waters.  What to do?  At first Quidam tried to calm and direct the 
troubled waters, find a workable solution for the entire habitat.  When that failed, she thought to just drift on the wayward current, 
exhausted, and hope that there would not be a ship-wreck.  Eventually, she remembered her initial dream of a new, fresh rearing-
tank and decided to triage the situation: with the help of her new mini-tank mates a conducive, supportive new habitat could be 
created so that every fishy in the gang could concentrate on growing a practice in safety.  A solution in sight!

For a time, Quidam’s new mini-tank gang sang from the same hymn sheet and schooled in the same direction.  But predators 
will be what they are and - common crisis averted - some chose to prefer their own requirements over those of others, or of the 
gang.  The rose-tinted scales had by then fallen from Quidam’s eyes and she knew that in K-Street survival of the fittest was, is, and 
always will be, the motto.  When the crimson waters clear, a fish just needs to be sure that s/he is one of the survivors…  

It’s been rough, dear readers, and a long haul, but Quidam is pleased to report that – half-way through her third year here – and 
after hanging her shingle for the third time, she has begun to resurrect the start-up practice which washed away in the great 
deluge of the previous year, and has finally found a home… which she will defend fiercely10.  Yet Quidam still thinks of herself as a 
lucky fish, having had the resources and stamina to survive while others did not.

Is there a moral to this story, you ask?  Well, Quidam would like to see the same kind of mindfulness applied to the allocation of 
habitat as is applied to the selection of hatching eggs.  Clearly it is an arduous and time-consuming task for the tank administrators, 
but surely the aim is the establishment of the carefully nurtured surviving fry as juveniles who will in due course grow into adults 
within the curated aquarium-shoal - instead of drowning, being predated or jumping out into the pond beyond?  If this is too big a 
task, then it may perhaps be time to reconsider the housing system?  

Borrowing the words of a well-known elder fish, Quidam would like to invite you to judge for yourself.”  p    
 

8 Hopefully one where basic health and safety standards would be observed…
9 The attentive reader will note that Quidam’s experience of the allocation system is not the most favourable one.  Others may, of course, have had better luck and consequently have a very different view.  It 

would appear that, as the administrative burden of allocating habitat placed on the tank administrators increased, the process which had been in place at the time Quidam began her journey has become 
leaner as well as meaner. 

10  All that up-stream swimming has trained Quidam into a leaner and meaner sub-adult predator, determined not to remain at the mercies of the bottom end of the foodchain.  And she has learned to bare her 
fangs…
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“As soon as 
coffee is in your 
stomach, there 
is a general 
commotion. 
Ideas begin to 

move...similes arise, the paper is covered. Coffee is your 
ally and writing ceases to be a struggle.”

- Honore de Balzac  

We asked members to motivate why their floor’s coffee 
was the best, most cerebral, elegant and devilishly good 
coffee at the Cape Bar.  We received two motivations: 
one from the 1st Floor of Velocity House, the other from 
Group 10, 50 Keerom Street.  You are welcome to sample 
these floor’s respective cappuccinos and advise us which 
is best.  The winner will be published in the next edition. 

  1st Floor, Velocity House                 By Zach Joubert
 
In Caffeine, Cognition, and Persuasion: Evidence for Caffeine 
Increasing the Systematic Processing of Persuasive Messages1 
we learn why we always offer our clients coffee.

Coffee makes our clients easier to persuade. 40 minutes 
after ingestion is the apogee of effect, the moment of peak 
susceptibility. This is the moment to mention your fee.

It is with this spirit of scientific enquiry that Velocity House 
1st Floor (aka House of Coffee) set about choosing its coffee 
beans. 

Every variant of every region has been sniffed, tasted, gargled 
and imbibed.  Charts have been drawn; ad hoc committees   

1 By Pearl Y. Martin*, Jenny Laing, Robin Martin, Melanie Mitchell in  the Journal of Applied Social 
Psychology

 Volume 35, Issue 1, pages 160–182, January 2005. This is a legitimate study.  Seriously.

formed; statistical analyses conducted. Every Monday 
morning at 5am, a fresh shipment of Costa Rican beans is 
airdropped on the corner of Leuwen and Keerom.

Our coffee maker is a device of staggering beauty which uses 
a lot of electricity. Next time the lights dim in your chambers, 
know this: we’re about to indulge in a cup of the Cape Bar’s 
finest. p

 Group 10, 50 Keerom Street         By Pierre Rabie

Koffie…hmm…dis nogal soos rugby kyk, dink ek.  Party mense 
hou daarvan en ander nie, dit maak hulle nie slegte mense nie, 
dit maak hulle net deel van die “nie-rugbyondersteunende 
publiek” (dit is nou mense wat op ‘n Saterdag kennetjie, 
wegkruipertjie of ander tydverdrywe beoefen).

Om gevolglik die rugby analogie voort te sit.  Dit is ongelukkig 
meestal so dat dit net lekker is om rugby te kyk as jy dit in 
mense se geselskap doen waar jy welkom voel.  Glo my, dit is 
nie lekker om op die Oos-pawiljoen op Loftus met ‘n WP trui te 
sit nie (al wen die WP )!  

Ek is seker my ander kollegas sal vir jou vertel dat hul koffie die 
beste is aangesien hulle die beste bone, melk, mineraalwater 
of suiker gebruik.  Hulle skop (soos Morné Steyn deesdae) die 
pale mis – ek het al baie “lekker” koffie gedrink tussen mense 
wat my irriteer of vir wie ek irriteer en die koffie het gewoon  nie 
lekker gesmaak nie! 

Die rede waarom Groep 10 se koffie die lekkerste vir my smaak 
(en ja, ons gebruik óók vars gemaalde bone), is vanweë die 
feit dat ek te enige tyd by enige van my kollegas in hul kantoor 
my koffie kan geniet, met die wete dat ek welkom is en dat my 
opinie in daardie geselskap waardeer word.

Lekker mense drink dus lekker koffie!  p

Editorial Team:

Luke Kelly

Mark Townsend 

Louise Liebenberg 

Arina du Toit

Contact us via e-mail: 
barbrief@capebar.co.za 

Johan Smit married Desiré Greeff on 16 June 2012.
Craig Cutler married Michelle Wessels on 3 March 2012 – Craig says he got the good end of the 
bargain.
James MacKenzie married Julie-Anne Fergus on 17 December 2011.
Donald Ackerman and Urice Deetlefs eloped to Wildnerness and married on 30 June 2012.
Zeynab and Andre Titus, had a son, Luke, on 13 April 2012.
Ashley and Tracy Branford had a daughter, Reo Maria, on 6 February 2012.
Andrew and Claire Morrissey had a son, Francis (Frank) Cameron, on 06 June 2012
Pierre and Karine Rabie had a son, Pierre Jacques on 15 June 2012.
Mark and Katherine Greig had a son, Jack Owen, on 16 May 2012.
Stephen and Helen Wagener had a son, Theodore, on 24 January 2012.
JP and Sharon Steenkamp had a son, Finn, on 17 February 2012.
Elzette Maritz married Jasper van der Westhuizen on 30 June 2012.
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2nd Issue July 2012

BAR/BALIE
BRIEF/NUUS

THE PERIODIC NEWSLETTER OF THE CAPE BAR

BAR BRIEF
NEEDS YOU. . .

•	 Tell	 us	 who	 you	 think	 we	 should	 feature	 in	 the	
“unsung heroes” series.

•	 Provide	us	with	news items (this need not just be the 
usual news about births and marriages). 

•	 Write	 letters to the editors.  We’d like to hear from 
you. You are welcome to write about anything, and 
to write anonymously. 

•	 Send	us	anecdotes from court.  Yes, Third Division 
can be funny. 

•	 Send	us	suggested	“back page” items.  

•	 Send	 us	 a	 contribution	 on	 any topic you feel 
members would be interested in.

Deadline for submissions for the 
next edition:  
Friday 14 September 2012

Submissions can be sent to:  
barbrief@capebar.co.za 

Bar Brief  hereby calls on 
members of the 
Cape Bar to contribute 
to the next edition:

*Terms and conditions apply.

FREE!

Butterworths Bound Statutes is your total  
legislative solution
Up-to-date and fully annotated with all legislation currently in 
force, the 2012 edition contains:
•		 All	Acts	promulgated	till	15 March, 2012
•		 The	new	Taxation	Laws	Amendment	Acts
•		 All	proposed	amendments	to	the	Income Tax Act and the  

Vat Act
•		 References	to	decided	cases	from	1947	to	February	2012
•		 An	Alphabetical	and	Chronological	Table	of	Statutes
•		 A	consolidated	Index	to	Government	Gazettes

Government Gazettes Online
•		 Gazettes	Online	is	updated	daily
•		 A	comprehensive	table	of	cases	enables	easy	navigation
•		 Navigation	features	include	the	subject	area,	year	published,	

document type and publication source
•		 Gazettes	can	be	easily	browsed	by	Acts,	Bills,	Laws,	Notices	 

and Proclamations classified within the year of publication
•		 Download	original	Government	Gazettes	in	pdf	format
•		 Powerful	search	technology	to	produce	instant	results
•		 Fully	integrated	with	other	LexisNexis	online	products

100 years of Government Gazettes
valued at R6 990 per year

Over 40 000 Government Gazettes and counting 
covering 1910 to date                       

When you subscribe 
to Butterworths 
Bound Statutes*

RS
15
7/
12

Subscribe to Bound Statutes TODAY!
To order call 031 2683521 and quote

 this reference number: RS157/12
Visit www.lexisnexis.co.za 


